TO: ISO/IEC JTC1/SC22/WG5 Members
FROM: Jeanne Martin, Convenor
SUBJECT: Meeting Documents

Please add these documents to those needed at the forthcoming WG5 meeting in Edinburgh. Some of you may receive this distribution before the previous distribution due to the vagaries of my Print Plant. Never fear, they should all arrive in a few days.

Documents for Edinburgh Meeting You should bring with you the following:

Standing Document 3 - N940 - Project Information
Standing Document 4 - N926 - Strategic Plan
Standing Document 5 - N970 - Repository
Documents from the last three distributions N958-N1020

----- new documents - not yet available ———

New Varying Length Character String Draft (previous version N951)

Varying Strings The project editor has received the results of the recent DIS ballot (N1011) and is in the process of revising the document (N951) and drafting a disposition of comments report. The new document and report are not yet ready, but are expected to be available in Edinburgh. The test suite incorporating the changes will be revised and tested following the meeting.

Draft of Fortran 95 The draft contains a new device, the shading of informative material. and while the original looks very good, it does not reproduce well. If the copier is left at normal setting, the shading disappears, while if the copier is set dark enough to pick up the shading, it picks up other extraneous blotches which does not enhance the appearance of the copy. Perhaps some other device can be found.